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O, Fortuna! (2019) Watercolor pencil on paper, 18x24” 

 

Fortuna’s Wheel: Rebecca Goyette’s Solo Exhibition at Shelter Gallery 
September 25 - November 10, 2019 

Opening reception September 25, 2019 6-8pm 

  
Shelter Gallery is proud to present Fortuna’s Wheel, a solo exhibition of drawings, sculpture and video by 
multimedia artist Rebecca Goyette, that considers the artist’s specific use of what she calls “maker’s 
magic.” 
 
Embracing a fruitful multiplicity of sexual desire, Rebecca Goyette’s artwork delves into complex 
characters based partially in the real (scientific fact, Puritan history, the annals of witchcraft, Goddess 
worship and the paranormal) and partially in fiction. Goyette recounts the psychosexual dramas of her 
direct ancestor, Rebecca Nurse, who was hanged as a Salem witch in her “Ghost Bitch” films, while 
embodying the mating rituals of lobster in her extensive series of costumed “Lobsta Porns.”   
 
Through researching her colonial American accused witch ancestry, Goyette deepened her 
understanding of magic and rediscovered ritual as an artist and object maker. Goyette’s latest body of 
work is created through a process of sigil magic drawing. Sigils are created through a process of 
condensing written statements of the maker’s greatest desires, formed into charged graphic symbols. 
Goyette has developed her own sigil/symbol drawing technique through combining multiple sigils in 
intricate pictorial representations that feature eroticism, and co-mingling of human and animal realms.  
 
Sigils have a long history of use in magical practices, originally thought of as pictorial signatures of 
otherworldly entities, and later sigils reinvented as symbols created to manifest one’s desired 
outcomes.  Surrealist artist Austin Osman Spare further developed the technique creating intricate 
pictorial representations. In 1936, Hitler asked Spare to paint his portrait. Spare refused Hitler, stating, “if 
you are what is considered superhuman, let me be forever animal.”   For Goyette, Spare’s statement of 
resistance resonated, feeling the necessity to face current political turmoil in the United States with a 
measure of intuition and magical protection, finding liberation in her erotic expressions. 
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Recently, Goyette delved deeper into goddess worship, beginning with a loosely formed coven led by the 
incredible Deborah Castellano, author of “Glamor Magic: The Witchcraft Revolution to Get What You 
Want.”  Using Feminist magic with all the best lipsticks, the group considered building glamour. As 
Castellano says, “In fairy tales, the feminine protagonist lays in wait. Glamour magic reminds us to fiercely 
go after what we want. You have to be a little bad to obtain your heart’s darkest desire.”   
 
An altar to the ancient Roman Goddess Fortuna, it was suggested, should include a steak, some wine, 
the Italian liquor Campari, and some exquisite Italian pastry. Yet, the vegetarian disclaimer was at the 
ready, “if you are uncomfortable with meat, you can make her another offering.” So Goyette did not make 
Fortuna a steak that first night, she lay nervously awake, candles burning on her altar, praying for 
Fortuna’s favor, good luck in the domestic sphere. But Fortuna wanted steak. So the next night Goyette 
cooked her a steak, broke out a bottle of red wine, hoping to iron out these newbie witch foibles.  After 48 
hours of focus with Fortuna, Goyette could feel Fortuna’s might. Dramatic changes, turbulence within the 
home and a swift change of address occurred within days of Goyette’s foray with Fortuna. Magic is real, 
and Fortuna’s attention was life altering. So Goyette’s questions were deepened, “Is art a form of magic? 
Can it be used to connect to ancestors, dead loved ones, goddess energies?  How do we transmute pain 
into triumphant compositions that activate powerful intentions? 
 
Rebecca Goyette’s new suite of drawings conjure up erotic musings, familial histories and time travel 
while the sculptural, video and event elements of the exhibition bring ritual into multiple dimensions. 

 

 

Contact Rachel Cohen, Director, with inquiries: rachel@shelternyc.com 
 


